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        THANKS TO ANDY BLACK*
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(who also credits David Weber for beginning the idea of developing this 
program and starting to implement it — way before XML existed). 

*Computer programmer, Ph.D. in linguistics (UC Santa Cruz), 
phonologist, linguistics consultant, SIL-UND instructor, SIL Peru 
and SIL Mexico (now retired).



ATTENTION

❖ XLingPaper has continued to develop even as it has 
become more stable (it is now 18 years old)

❖ Development of new sophisticated features has been in 
response to broader use

❖ Runs equally well on Macs or PCs or under Linux
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MIS-NAMED

❖ Should be called X-Great-Paper

❖ Though especially suited for linguistic work, it is useful 
for any kind of academic writing (and more) 
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WHAT IS XLINGPAPER?

❖ It is an adaptation (via a plug-in) of a powerful XML 
editor that makes it easy to write archivable documents 
that may also generate web files, PDF files and others.

❖ It is used for writing papers, theses and books in a way 
that makes editing and formatting much easier than in 
programs like Word or OpenOffice.

❖ It is a superior way to work with texts (including from 
FLEx) in order publish them or use them in grammar 
papers. 
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❖ Theses

❖ Articles (mss. & actual publications)

❖ Book chapter mss.

❖ Books

EXAMPLES OF OUTPUT
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The text of  this book was done 
entirely in XLingPaper.



NOT JUST LINGUISTICS
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Xiica ccámotam quih quixt
quih cocóp xaha, imocóp

xaha, taax iicp hac

Xiica ccámotam quih quixt
quih coaanla xah, coiiz ziix
hant cöquiih quih cocóp
xah, imocóp com iicp hac

Xiica caailajc coi  
ziix quih iti  

cöipactoj hac 

!  

Xavier Moreno quih, tiix yaaspoj iha. 

The covers of these publications were not made in XLingPaper, but the contents were.



THE SCREEN
Toolbar  

File     Select     Edit   Search     View    Tools    XLingPaper    Windows   Options    Help

Attributes

Insert, convert,  etc.

Elements: xlingpaper, styledpaper, lingpaper, 
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The  
MANUSCRIPT 

occurs here.
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This is the toolbar.
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This is the elements bar.
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This is where one 
chooses to insert, etc.
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“Attributes” etc. are 
adjuxted here.
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The  actual 
content goes 

here.



WHY USE XLINGPAPER?

❖ http://software.sil.org/downloads/r/xlingpaper/
resources/documentation/WhyUseXLingPaper.pdf

❖ Third wave writing and publishing: 
https://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/
7783
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https://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/7783
https://www.sil.org/resources/publications/entry/7783


WHERE TO GET 
XLINGPAPER

❖ https://software.sil.org/xlingpaper    (free)
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❖ Works off of 
XMLmind XML 
editor                    
(free for non-
commercial use)

https://software.sil.org/xlingpaper


INSTALLATION

❖ It is important to install it properly. The instructions are 
clear, but it’s helpful to have five minutes of help to do 
it right.  Install only via XLingPaper instructions.

❖ You will want to have a SmallCap font for grammatical 
abbreviations.

❖ https://software.sil.org/xlingpaper/resources/
small-caps-fonts/.
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https://software.sil.org/xlingpaper/resources/small-caps-fonts/
https://software.sil.org/xlingpaper/resources/small-caps-fonts/


EFFICIENCY

❖ Formatting is relegated to style sheets; you focus on the 
content.

❖ The same paper can be output easily using different 
style sheets 

❖ [as in Word, but the XLingPaper approach is more 
modular and superior in other ways as well]
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This is a  
collapsed 

view.
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The content is seen this way when exported to 
PDF. The file you work on is  not pure WSWYG.
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The content is seen this way 
when exported to PDF. The 
file you work on is  not pure 

WSWYG.
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The content is seen this way 
when exported to PDF. The 
file you work on is  not pure 

WSWYG.



CONSISTENCY

❖ The structure of the file helps to ensure consistency. 
You cannot just mess around with a page or font. This 
helps you do work that is better in the long run.
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EXAMPLES

❖ The numbering of examples is done automatically, and 
flawlessly

❖ Revisions in the order of sections, or changes in the text 
do not require any work to get the examples 
renumbered (it’s automatic)

❖ Referencing examples (even with revisions happening) 
is simple and flawless; in the PDF (and other outputs), 
the references are hotlinks
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TABLES

❖ The numbering of tables is done automatically, and 
flawlessly; in the outputs the references are hotlinks

❖ Revisions in the order of sections, or changes in the text 
do not require any work to get the tables renumbered 
(it’s automatic)

❖ Referencing tables (even with revisions happening) is 
simple and flawless 

❖ A list of tables is produced flawlessly
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The list of tables produced 
automatically, upon 

exporting the text, with table 
numbers and page numbers.



FIGURES

❖ The numbering of figures is done automatically, and 
flawlessly; in the outputs the references are hotlinks

❖ Revisions in the order of sections, or changes in the text 
do not require any work to get the figures renumbered 
(it’s automatic)

❖ Referencing figures (even with revisions happening) is 
simple and flawless

❖ A list of figures is produced flawlessly
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The list of figures produced 
automatically, upon 

exporting the text, with table 
numbers and page numbers.



LANDSCAPE MODE

❖ Particular tables and figures can be set to appear in 
landscape mode — important for those items that are 
too large for the page size and margin settings
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CONSTANT CHECKING

❖ Missing cross-referenced examples, tables, figures, 
sections, etc., caused by revisions are pointed out to the 
user, telling him/her where the problem exists, because 
these are constantly being checked by the program 
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NITPICKY CONSISTENCY

❖ Words can be converted to glosses with a simple 
maneuver so that the glosses have the required single 
quote marks (the smart quote type, if wanted) consistently

❖ Quotations can be tagged with a simple maneuver so that 
they have the required double quote marks (smart quote 
type, if wanted) consistently

❖ Free translations of the examples will always have the 
required single quote marks (smart quote type, if wanted), 
consistently, if set up properly
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TABLE OF CONTENTS

❖ A table of contents is produced flawlessly

❖ With one stroke, one can change how much of the table 
(that is, to what level) is produced for the document

❖ Hotlinks come automatically
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The TOC is produced, upon 
export, according to the  
parameters that you set.



REFERENCES

❖ Exactly the references that one uses in a paper are 
pulled together for the Reference section without 
missing any and without adding any that are not used.

❖ References in the paragraphs are hot links to the 
reference in the reference list

❖ URLs in the references (or elsewhere) are or can be 
hotlinks
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The actual list of references 
used is only produced when 

the work is exported.



THE REFERENCES FILE

❖ References are stored in a highly structured format, to 
help ensure greater accuracy

❖ Having a master file for this helps to ensure greater 
accuracy and consistency in the long run and over 
multiple works
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REVISIONS ARE EASIER

❖ Chapters can be moved easily and flawlessly

❖ Sections and subsections can be moved easily and 
flawlessly

❖ Things don’t go crazy when you rearrange sections, as 
happens in Word because of the WSYWIG nature of 
Word
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TABLES  AND FIGURES

❖ Tables can be “tricky” to do at first, but they are then not 
going to do funny things (as happens in Word)

❖ Figures and other images are brought in as PDF or JPG 
or PNG ... images (not BMP or TIFF)

❖ Trees are made in other programs and then included 
in the XML document as images
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INDEXES

❖ Indexes can be produced by the program (with some 
investment of time by the author in choosing and 
tagging the words to be indexed)
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BUT WAIT,  
THERE’S MORE!
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A MODULAR APPROACH

Your  paper

Master  
References

file

Master 
Abbreviations

file
STYLE   
SHEET

References
style  sheet

Master  
Types

fileMaster 
Languages 

file
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ABBREVIATIONS

❖ The abbreviations master list allows you to go through  
a glossed text (or examples that you have added 
manually) and check the abbreviations, convert them to  
small caps, and create  —  flawlessly and easily — a list 
of the exact set of abbreviations you have used.

❖ In the outputs, the abbreviations in the examples are all 
hotlinks to that list (may be a footnote or on a separate 
page)
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The actual list of 
abbreviations used is 

produced upon export, not 
created by hand.
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You have the option of 
specifying where the 

abbreviations appear (as 
table or in a footnote).



EXAMPLES  AND ALIGNMENT

❖ Examples that you put into the text manually are all 
word-aligned perfectly  —  no messing around

❖ Longer-than-one-line examples perfectly wrap around (if 
XeLaTex is used for the export), depending on the 
margins set by the style sheet you are using

❖ If you set the ISO codes in the Master Languages file, 
examples from different languages can automatically 
have the ISO code appear in the example so that the 
language is unambiguously identified
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Example numbers 
done automatically.

ISO codes given 
automatically, if 
that parameter is 

set.



SPELLING

❖ Spelling can be automatically checked for words of the 
text (and new words learned)

❖ Words marked as being in “other” languages are 
ignored for spelling checks, helping you to focus on the 
corrections that need to be made

❖ This is a major help when working on linguistic 
papers that cite data from other languages than that  
of the body of the paper
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SAVES

❖ A simple parameter can ensure that the files you are 
working on are saved every so-many seconds or every 
so-many keystrokes.
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BIG FILES ARE NOT A PROBLEM

❖ Whether it's a paper or a book, the size of the document 
is not a problem

❖ (You may need to upgrade the RAM; the program 
does occupy a lot of memory to work efficiently.)
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COMMENTS

❖ You can put some text into “comments” so that they are 
there in the file but will never be output

❖ The comments are then very visible in the XML 
document, but never ever appear in any output

❖ Comments may be part of various of the modular 
documents
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MORE CONTROL

❖ You can tag different sections, paragraphs, even 
examples using a “content control” that you set up so 
that you can choose whether or not to export certain 
sections at a given time, or not

❖ E.g., Teacher's notes, answers

❖ E.g., English vs. Spanish version of the same text, all 
in one document
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BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE! 
AND IT’S GREAT FOR 
LINGUISTS (FOR WHOM IT 
WAS MADE)
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USING TEXTS

❖ So what do you do with the texts that you created in 
FLEx? Nothing? Most alternatives are painful ... and 
therefore people aren’t using them and are missing out 
on making a contribution that is essential.
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EXPORT FROM FLEX

❖ (Always do this from the Print View tab!)

❖ Best option (the only one I use): XLingPaper, word-
alignment — it creates a file that is a document with an 
appendix that has the interlinearized text in it, which 
can then be used in various ways

❖ The text examples are all uniquely labeled and appear 
with the text name and line number automatically
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A MODULAR APPROACH

Your  paper

Master  
References

file

Master 
Abbreviations

file
STYLE   
SHEET

References
style  sheet

Master  
Types

fileMaster 
Languages 

file

TEXT CORPUS 
(can be appendix in 
your paper/book)  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PULLING  IN  TEXT EXAMPLES

❖ If you have a FLEx-produced text in an appendix or in a 
separate corpus of texts document, you can pull in 
particular examples without copying them

❖ Thus, if you correct the line in the text, wherever that 
line is cited (and pulled in) is also corrected, 
automatically

❖ Reference to the source comes in automatically with a 
hyperlink to that line in the text
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This example was brought in from the text 
corpus by cross-reference. In the XML file of 
the body  of the paper, the example is not 
visible



ANNOTATIONS  
IN REFERENCE FILE

❖ You can keep annotations in the reference file so that 
you can easily produce an output containing an 
annotated bibliography for those items you choose
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

❖ Whether or not the references file contains 
“annotations”, one can use XLingPaper to produce a 
paper that lists out publications, with or without 
annotations (chosen individually)
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FROM A PUBLISHED ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY (ARRANGED 
CHRONOLOGICALLY, DRAWING ON A MASTER REFERENCE FILES



THE TRICKS

❖ It’s not a simple program to start using, but once you 
catch the logic, it is not hard

❖ It’s important to use it regularly, starting with small 
tasks, so that it becomes second nature to use it

❖ Don’t wait until it’s time to write your thesis or article  
or  book
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MAJOR SUGGESTIONS

❖ Organize your files well: the path to the master files 
needs to be stable and the location of the files easy to find

❖ Avoid any “funny” characters and punctuation in folder 
names and file names

❖ Learn to do the easy zip-back-up and do it regularly 
(and/or use distributed control systems)

❖ Know that if something is too hard, you are probably 
doing it wrong 
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MAJOR SUGGESTIONS

❖ Start using the program with small projects and learn 
the functionality of it before tackling projects with 
deadlines and greater complexity

❖ Learn the basics and gradually work into more complex 
things

❖ Think about what you need and sketch out how the 
program can help you do it more efficiently 
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DOWNSIDES

❖ You get addicted to working with it

❖ Publishers of old-fashioned things still want a MS Word 
document for doing their thing ... and that step can  be 
somewhat painful because of Word's limitations, 
especially with interlinearized examples and because 
the publishers want them with tabs rather than tables 
(but there are ways of accomplishing what is needed) 
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DOWNSIDES
❖ Since it outputs to PDF best using XeLaTEx, there are a 

few limitations  (still way better than Word)

❖ One may have to do some manual control of pagebreaks 
when there are tables and examples involved, because 
of the use of XeLaTEx

❖ Long-term development and support? 

❖ There are no simplified tutorials; documentation is 
extensive and detailed, but not the simplest
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THE ADVANTAGES GREATLY 
OUTWEIGH ANY DISADVANTAGES


